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Abstract
Open-domain conversation on images requires001
the model to consider the relation and bal-002
ance between utterances and images in or-003
der to generate proper responses. This pa-004
per explore how human conduct conversation005
on images by investigating a well-constructed006
open-domain image conversation dataset, Im-007
ageChat. We examine the conversations on008
images from three perspectives: image rele-009
vancy, image information and utterance style.010
We show that objects in the image are indeed011
the most important element for conversations012
on image, which could be directly discussed013
or be a bait to other off-image conversations.014
Thus, being able to accurately detect objects015
in the image and knowing their attributes are016
essential to chat on image. Understanding the017
scenarios of the image, except extracting the018
image objects, is also a key factor to the con-019
versation on images. Based on our analysis,020
we propose to enriching the image information021
with image caption and object tags, increasing022
the diversity and image-relevancy of generated023
responses. We believe that our analysis pro-024
vides useful insights and directions that facili-025
tate future research on open-domain conversa-026
tion on images.027

1 Introduction028

A picture is worth a thousand words. Human com-029

munication often involves multi-media including030

text and image. Understanding the image content031

and chat about it is an important skill for a chat-032

bot to interact with people. Despite of the flourish033

research on open-domain dialogue systems, most034

of them focus on text-based conversation without035

multimedia inputs (Zhang et al., 2020; Adiwar-036

dana et al., 2020; Roller et al., 2021). Current037

multimodal dialogue systems often adapt similar038

Transformer-based architecture as text-based dia-039

logue systems, and focus on fusing text and image040

modalities through complex attention mechanism041

(Ju et al., 2019) or simply concatenating image and042

text features and relying on multi-task training on 043

multiple dialogue datasets (Shuster et al., 2020b,c). 044

The state-of-the-art model, Multimodal Blender- 045

Bot (MMB) (Shuster et al., 2020c), sometimes fails 046

to chat about the images and generate general and 047

non-informative response that is not related to the 048

image. For example, MMB often generates “I think 049

you are right" while it only appears once in the 050

human generated references. Additionally, it some- 051

times changes the conversation topic abruptly when 052

chatting in a long run. For example, given an image 053

of cat, MMB first talks about cats and dogs, but 054

then randomly switch to the topic about reading 055

(Shuster et al., 2020c). These motivate us to in- 056

vestigate the conversation topics on images and its 057

transition, and how the image features take parts in 058

the conversation on images. 059

To understand what are the facts that direct the 060

conversation on images and to know what types 061

of image information is influencing the generation 062

of image-related utterances, we investigate the Im- 063

ageChat dataset (Shuster et al., 2020a) and conduct 064

a deep analysis on the dataset. Thus, we ask the 065

following questions: (1) Are the conversations in 066

ImageChat always on the image-related theme? 067

Or the image usually just serve as a bait and the 068

conversations are focusing on other topics? What 069

are the relation between those topics and the given 070

image if in the latter case? (2) What types of the 071

image information are used in the conversation? 072

To be more specifically, how helpful the image ob- 073

jects are in the conversation on images? Since the 074

baseline models usually use object detection model 075

as the image encoder, we want to know what role 076

the image objects play in the conversation on im- 077

age. (3) How does the speaker’s style influence 078

the conversation on images? The conversation in 079

ImageChat was conducted when the speaking style 080

of speakers is assigned, and there has been research 081

on considering personality in dialogues. We are 082

curious about how the speaking style affects the 083
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conversation on images.084

We found that the image objects and non-object085

image-related information like the image scenario086

are important in the image-related conversations087

(which are appeared in 55.9% and 29.4% of the ut-088

terances), and the scenario involving the existence089

of one of the image objects (even just a small part)090

often triggers the non-image-related conversations.091

Based on our analysis, we propose to enhance the092

image-dependent response generation by augment-093

ing the image information from image caption and094

object tags, and using objects features rather than095

the whole image. Image scenario is critical for096

the conversation on images, and we try to get this097

information from the image caption. Our results098

using the enhanced image features outperforms099

the strong baseline model MMB, generating more100

image-related and diverse responses.101

This is the first qualitative analysis for open-102

domain conversation on images, to the best of our103

knowledge. We analyze conversations on images104

to know what are the dominant factors in a conver-105

sation on image, and we propose several directions106

to aid the research in the open-domain conversa-107

tion on image (See Sec. 2.3). Based on our find-108

ings, we improve the baseline model MMB with109

enhanced image features and generate more diverse110

and image-dependent responses.111

2 Analysis of Conversations on Image112

2.1 ImageChat Dataset113

We analyze the ImageChat dataset (Shuster et al.,114

2020a) which is so far the only dialogue dataset115

that focuses on open-domain conversation on im-116

ages, to the best of our knowledge. Each con-117

versation is paired with one image from YFCC118

100M (Thomee et al., 2016) and consisted of three119

turns utterances from two speakers with the as-120

signed speaking styles. There are total 215 style121

types, such as sympathetic, optimistic, or dramatic,122

which are belong to one of the three categories:123

positive (81 styles), neutral (36 styles), and neg-124

ative (98 styles). The images are highly diverse125

images across multiple domains. To understand126

more about the images, we use the Scene Graph127

Benchmark (Han et al., 2021) implementation of128

Faster R-CNN (Ren et al., 2016) to obtain the ob-129

ject tags from the image. Note that Faster R-CNN130

is also the image encoder used in the baseline sys-131

tem MMB. We also generate the caption of each132

image using the state-of-the-art language-vision133

pretrained model VinVL (Zhang et al., 2021). The 134

statistics of the ImageChat dataset is shown in Ta- 135

ble 1.

Category Train Valid Test

images 186,782 4,999 9,997
dialogues 186,782 4,999 9,997
utterances 335,862 14,997 29,991

Table 1: Statistics of ImageChat dataset (Shuster et al.,
2020a).

136

2.2 Aspects of Conversations on Image 137

We randomly sampled 108 utterances (36 conver- 138

sations) from the validation set. Each conversation 139

contains 1 image and 3 turns utterances of two 140

speakers with different speaking styles. We anno- 141

tate each utterance to find out the key factors for a 142

open-domain dialogue on images by answering the 143

following questions : 144

• Is the conversation theme always related to the 145

image? If not, how does the conversation theme 146

evolve? 147

• Do image objects help to reconstruct the dialogue 148

utterances? What types of image information 149

are helpful to reconstruct the conversation on 150

images? 151

• Is the speaker’s style an essential part to direct 152

the conversation on images? 153

2.2.1 Image Relevance to Dialogue Theme 154

We first ask whether the conversation theme is al- 155

ways related to the image, and if not, how often is 156

each utterance directly related to the image. We de- 157

fine the image relevancy as a binary classification 158

of whether the given image is necessary for gen- 159

erating each utterance. If the image is referred in 160

the utterance, the utterance is labeled as an image- 161

related utterance; and if one could generate the 162

utterance without the given image, the utterance is 163

labeled as unrelated. Examples of image-related 164

and unrelated utterances are shown in Table 2. 165

2.2.2 Image Information in the Dialogue 166

To know what kinds of image information is often 167

mentioned in the dialogue on images, we labeled 168

each utterance based on the type of image infor- 169

mation. The baseline model rely on the object 170

detection model to encode the image information. 171

We assume the encoded features to be the objects 172
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Image Utterance Related

Cowardly: Never had this food before and not sure if I’m ready
Cowardly: to try it today.

4

Appreciative (Grateful): I am always up to trying new things. It
Appreciative (Grateful): looks like a lot of effort went into this
Appreciative (Grateful): food and I plan to enjoy every bite.

4

Cowardly: I don’t know, it looks like it might be too much. 4

Extraordinary: What an unusual place! The colors of the train
Extraordinary: really bounce off the grey backdrop of the city.

4

Narcissistic (Self-centered, Egotistical):
xxxxxx Well, of course this is a fantastic picture, since it was
xxxxxx MY magnificent photographic skills that produced it!

4

Extraordinary: I had no idea you have such talent! 8

Wise: Kids should have at least 2 hours of playtime per day 8

Reflective: However, I do think parents should have a say in
Reflective: what those kids are playing.

8

Wise: Parent involvement is always a good idea. 8

Table 2: Examples of conversation themes are related and unrelated to the given image.

in the image, and we are curious about how help-173

ful this objects would be for the multimodal dia-174

logue system to reconstruct the dialogue utterances.175

Therefore, we first obtain the image object tags176

from the object detection model and investigate177

how frequent the object tags appears in the con-178

versation. In addition, we also annotate whether179

there is other image-related information mentioned180

in the dialogue.181

Base on our observation on the data, we compare182

the object tags with the utterance and categorize183

each utterance into one of the 8 classes indicating184

what type of the image information is mentioned185

in the utterance:186

• T: There are words in the utterance exactly match-187

ing object tags.188

• TN: There are words in the utterance referring189

to object tags, but not exactly match. For exam-190

ple, "guy" in the utterance, and "man" in the tag.191

Since the tags are high level labels, when there192

is hyponym in the utterance and hypernym in the193

tags, e.g. "seagull" in the utterance and "bird" in194

the tags, it also belongs to this category.195

• TP: When pronoun is used in the utterance to196

refer to objects in the image, e.g. "what is she 197

doing there?", "I can climb it". 198

• TF: When there are words in the utterance refer- 199

ring to objects in the image, but there is no match 200

to the object tags. Probably because of the wrong 201

object detection results. 202

• O: Other image-related information which is not 203

object in the image is mentioned in the utterance. 204

• OS: The utterance is about the image itself, not 205

objects or related objects in the image. 206

• OP: When pronoun is used in the utterance to 207

refer to image-related information. 208

• N: There is no image-related information men- 209

tioned in the utterance. 210

See Table 3 for the example utterances of each 211

category. 212

2.2.3 Style of the Utterance 213

We examine how much the utterance reflects the 214

speaking style, after observing that some utterances 215

are unnatural in the conversation. We score the 216

utterance from 0 to 2 based on the degree of how 217

much the utterance reflects the speaking style. 0 is 218
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Class Utterance Image Tags

T I guess this is an interesting building. ’cloud’, ’window’, ’sky’, ’building’
TN I’d like to party with that guy! ’watch’, ’glass’, ’man’, ’phone’, ’hole’, ’wall’, ’guitar’, ...
TP Would she shut up already? ’book’, ’microphone’, ’jacket’, ’tree’, ’hair’, ’woman’, ...
TF The aluminum art was different. ’rock’, ’ground’, ’foil’
O It’s obviously a festival. ’sunglasses’, ’hat’, ’speaker’, ’light’, ’balloon’, ’balcony’, ...

OS A screenshot by definition does not die. ’man’, ’hat’, ’photo’, ’glass’
OP It’s beautiful! I would love to visit. ’leaf’, ’flower’, ’branch’, ’tree’
N yeah sure does. ’sunglasses’, ’hat’, ’man’, ’ear’, ’mouth’, ’nose’, ’light’, ...

Table 3: Examples of each image information category of the utterance. The objects mentioned in the utterance
(and in the image tags) are in bold.

given when utterance does not reflect the style, and219

2 is given when the utterance is largely influenced220

by the speaking style. The examples are listed in221

Table 4.222

2.3 Analysis Result and Finding223

In this section, we describe the result and our anal-224

ysis of the aforementioned questions. The three225

aspects of the conversation (image relevancy, im-226

age information, utterance style) are independent227

but intertwined. An utterance contains the exact im-228

age tag is not always image-related utterance (See229

analysis in Sec. 2.3.1), however, the result from230

image information analysis (Sec 2.3.2) suggests231

that image object tags (45.4%) and other image232

related information such as the scenario of the im-233

age (23.2%) take a large part in the image-related234

utterances.235

To conclude, we point out directions to improve236

image-related utterance generation on the conver-237

sation on images based on our findings, includ-238

ing connecting objects to much broader scenarios,239

expanding the vocabulary size, obtaining the at-240

tributes of the objects, improving the object de-241

tection results, and using style control module in242

text generation models. More details analysis are243

described in the following subsections.244

2.3.1 Image Relevancy245

We find that conversation themes of ImageChat246

dialogues are not necessarily always about the im-247

age. In fact, the conversation often goes back and248

forth between image-related to non-related topics249

even within only three conversation turns. Figure 3250

illustrates such phenomenon with dialogues of dif-251

ferent combinations of the image-relevance utter-252

ances. While an image-related utterance is labeled253

as ’Y’ and non-image-related utterance is labeled254

as ’N’, ’YYY’ means all three turns in a dialog255

are image-related utterances and ’YYN’ means the256

conversation diverse from image-related topics to257

other domain not related to the given image. 258

Further investigating the combination of image- 259

related and non-related utterances in a dialogue, 260

we could roughly classify them into two schemas: 261

(1) One speaker is responding the other, and if one 262

extend out of the image-related topic, the following 263

conversation diverse, vice versa. ’YNN’, ’YYN’, 264

’NYY’ are in this category. The transition between 265

’Y’ and ’N’ sometimes is due to the mention of a 266

related object, and sometimes people just invent a 267

scenario in order to continue the conversation. (2) 268

There are some dialogues seem unnatural because 269

one of the speaker keep continuing his previous 270

(self-)expression and not responding to the oth- 271

ers utterance. ’YNY’ and ’NYN’ often belong to 272

this schema. Note that there is no combination of 273

’NNY’, showing that it is less likely to talk about 274

the image after chatting (having two turns conver- 275

sation) on off-image topics. 276

Overall, we could see that most of the utterances 277

are still image-related. About 37% of utterances 278

are not of the image-related topic, and 14% of the 279

dialogue (’NNN’) is on the topic totally not related 280

to the given image. Looking into what constitutes 281

the 14% non-image-related dialogue (’NNN’), we 282

find that it is usually about stimulated from one 283

of the objects in the image. For example, retro- 284

specting the speaker’s experience of committing 285

suicide given an image of a building. This suggests 286

that linking objects to much broader scenarios is 287

an important direction for machines to reconstruct 288

the utterance. 289

2.3.2 Image Information 290

Figure 2 shows the distribution of image informa- 291

tion classes. 45.4% of the utterances contains the 292

information from the given image. Among them, 293

13% of utterance has the exact match of image tags, 294

and the 12% of image objects are mentioned but 295

not in the form of the image tag. This result points 296

that expanding the vocabulary size of the tags or 297
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Score Utterance Style

0 If only they knew what awaits them outside, a world of happiness and bliss. Foolish
1 Looks like daddy is ready to play his songs. Caring
2 That’s it, I going to Vegas tomorrow. Who’s coming with me? Spontaneous

Table 4: Examples of the degree of how much the utterance reflecting the given style.

adding synonyms of the tags might increase the298

accuracy of the reconstructed utterances. In the299

12% utterances when the image object is referred300

by a pronoun, the utterances are usually the de-301

scription of the image object, which means being302

able to capture the attributes of the objects in the303

image is essential for the utterance reconstruction.304

There is no correct tag name from the image object305

tags 8.3% of the time, which indicates that improv-306

ing the object detection results might improve the307

utterance reconstruction up to 8.3%.308

Besides the annotation results on the sampled309

data, we also calculate the exact match of the full310

validation set. As the result, 42.5% of utterances311

in the whole validation set contains the image tags312

(which is closed to our sampled result), and each313

utterance has in average 0.527 tags.314

On the other hand, 23.2% of utterances are in O315

classes (O, OS, OP). These utterances have other316

image-related information that is not expressed in317

the object tags. This kind of information is usually318

the description of the event or scenario of the image.319

Thus, how to know the scene beyond the given320

objects is also important.321

Moreover, there are 31% of utterances in class322

N do not contain any image information. These323

utterances are usually on the off-image theme and324

the only hint to reconstruct such utterances is from325

their conversational context, and there is nothing to326

do with the image information side.327

To find out which type of image information is328

needed when the utterance theme is related to im-329

ages, we calculate the ratio of classes conditioned330

on the image relevancy. The result is shown in the331

Image-related column of Table 5. We can see that332

the main difference is that the number of N class333

(utterance without image information) is largely334

decreased (-16.8%), and there are an distinctly335

increasing number of O class (other image info,336

+5.9%) and T class (image tag, +4.7%). This result337

further suggests that, to generate image-related ut-338

terances, the image information from image tags339

and related information is necessary.340

Class
All Image-related

Count Ratio Count Ratio
N 34 31.48% 10 14.71%
O 19 17.59% 16 23.53%
T 14 12.96% 12 17.65%

TP 13 12.04% 10 14.71%
TN 13 12.04% 10 14.71%
TF 9 8.33% 6 8.82%
OS 5 4.63% 3 4.41%
OP 1 0.93% 1 1.47%

Table 5: Classification of the image information in the
utterance. Image-related column is based on the image-
related utterances.

2.3.3 Utterance Style 341

We score each utterance from 0 to 2 based on the 342

relevance to the given style. The average score is 343

1.49, implying that the given style is the key factor 344

to the generated utterance. Considering the style 345

and using text generation models with style control 346

module would be a favor for this task. 347

3 Augmenting Image Information 348

The analysis in previous section suggests the im- 349

portance of the image objects and the non-object 350

image-related information which is often the sce- 351

nario of the image. Therefore, we augment the 352

image feature by image caption to capture the sce- 353

nario information and by texts of image objects so 354

that the model could learn to copy and use the exact 355

object tags. We also replace the single full-image 356

feature in the baseline model with several image 357

region features to facilitate the extraction of image 358

object information. 359

3.1 Enhanced Image Features 360

3.1.1 Image Tags 361

As shown in (Li et al., 2020), attaching the object 362

tags to the raw image feature improves the result 363

on several language-image tasks such as image cap- 364

tioning. Current models integrate all information 365

in the latent-level after text and image are encoded, 366
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Figure 1: Different combination of image-related
utterances in 3-turns dialogues. Y: image-related
utterance, 63%; N: the utterance could exist inde-
pendently of the image, 37 %. Green hue indicates
the dialogue is more image-dependent (Y is more
than N in a dialogue), the red family suggests the
dialogue theme is more irrelevant to the image.

Figure 2: Classification of the image information in
the utterance. Green hue refers to the existence of
image objects information, blue hue refers to other
image related information not in the image object
tags, and red refers to the utterance without any im-
age information.this is the place holder to make the
two figures the same height.

but the decoder might tend to focus on the text en-367

coder output and ignore the image encoder output.368

By explicitly listing out the objects in the image in369

text, even the decoder is not paying attention on the370

image encoder output, the model would still obtain371

the image information in addition to the dialogue.372

3.1.2 Image Caption373

Besides image objects, we also use a pretrained374

image captioning model to generate captions to375

represent the image in text. While there are some376

implicit knowledge that couldn’t be captured by377

the objects, we use image captioning models to378

overcome this problem. For example, if an image379

contains a bride and a groom, the object detection380

model wouldn’t output the keyword “wedding", but381

an image captioning model may be able to generate382

such keyword since it might often appear in the383

context. Another benefit of using image caption384

in the model is that the caption often offer addi-385

tional image-relevant keywords. Despite ground-386

ing on a single image, a natural conversation with387

an image often goes beyond the image content and388

stretches out to relevant knowledge. The image389

caption could provide such related keywords for390

generating more engaging responses and continu-391

ing the conversation length.392

3.1.3 Region Features393

Furthermore, we use multiple region features in394

our model instead of a single feature for the whole395

image as in previous works (Shuster et al., 2020c;396

Ju et al., 2019). Our empirical result show that 397

the model could better capture image relations by 398

using multiple region features than a single image 399

representation. 400

3.2 Experiments 401

We run our experiments on the ImageChat dataset 402

(Shuster et al., 2020a) which is described in Sec 2.1. 403

All our experiments are conducted using the ParlAI 404

(Miller et al., 2017) framework. 405

3.2.1 Baseline 406

We mainly compare with the state-of-the-art mul- 407

timodal dialogue system: Multimodal Blenderbot 408

(MMB) (Shuster et al., 2020c), which is a 2.7B 409

Transforer-based model with 2 encoder layers and 410

24 decoder layers. The embedding dimension is 411

2560, image feature dimension is 2048, and the 412

FFN size of the Transformer decoder is 10240. 413

MMB is pretrained on reddit dataset (Baumgartner 414

et al., 2020) and COCO image captioning dataset 415

(Chen et al., 2015), and finetuned on ImageChat 416

dataset and multiple text-only diagloue datasets 417

used in the BlenderBot (Roller et al., 2021) (BST+), 418

including ConvAI2 (Dinan et al., 2019a), Empa- 419

theticDialogues (Rashkin et al., 2019), Wizard 420

of Wikipedia (Dinan et al., 2019b), and Blended- 421

SkillTalk (Smith et al., 2020). 422

3.2.2 Implementation 423

We obtain image tags from Scene Graph Bench- 424

mark (Han et al., 2021) and the image caption from 425
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pretrained VinVL model (Zhang et al., 2021). In-426

stead of using a single image feature, we use mul-427

tiple region features and encoded them to a single428

vector through multilayer perceptron. The image429

feature dimension is set to 2054, with additional430

6-dim image information such as weight and height431

to the 2048-dim FasterRCNN feature in the original432

model. Each image is paired with 1 to 10 unique433

tags, an image caption with maximum 12 tokens,434

and at most 32 image object features.435

We finetune the Reddit pretrained model on436

different datasets following the instruction from437

MMB1 (Shuster et al., 2020c). Since the results in438

MMB shows that early fusion is slightly better, we439

also early-fuse image and text features. After the440

utterance, tag, and caption are embedded, the text441

embeddings are concatenated with the image fea-442

ture and feed into a Transformer. Unlike in (Shuster443

et al., 2020c), where they use the coarse classifica-444

tion of styles (positive, neutral, negative), we use445

the original style name in our inputs.446

3.2.3 Evaluation447

Following previous works, we report the number448

of perplexity (PPL), Rouge-L, BLEU-4, and F1449

score. As existing research has reported that these450

numbers are not highly correlated with human eval-451

uation (Liu et al., 2016; Li et al., 2016), we also re-452

ported BERTScore (rescale) (Zhang* et al., 2020),453

which reflects the semantics similarity instead of454

the token-wised matching.455

To show the engagingness of generated re-456

sponses and the relevance to images, we run the457

image text retrieval task using VinVL (Zhang et al.,458

2021) pretrained model for image text retrieval. We459

also report the number of average length, unique460

vocabularies, and Distinct-1 (Li et al., 2015) (nor-461

malized unigram) of the utterances.462

3.3 Results and Analysis463

Table 6 demonstrates that our enhanced image fea-464

tures improves the strong baseline without training465

on additional image captioning and text-based dia-466

logue datasets. Comparing the result between L1,467

L2 and L4, L5 in Table 6, we can see that removing468

the text-based dialogue datasets (BST+) degrades469

the result when there is no enhanced image features470

(denoted as image+) provided (L1 to L2), but im-471

proves the performance when using image+ (L3472

1https://github.com/facebookresearch/
ParlAI/blob/main/parlai/zoo/multimodal_
blenderbot/README.md

to L4). This result implies that image+ provides 473

much more useful information than those text-only 474

datasets (BST+) that neither additional text-only 475

dialogue datasets nor image captioning pretraining 476

is needed. Besides, a pipeline approach of explic- 477

itly adding image caption to the model is better 478

than end-to-end training on the additional image 479

captioning task. 480

We also found that the Reddit pretraining is es- 481

sential for dialogue generation. Without pretrain- 482

ing, the perplexity would boost to about 34 and all 483

other metrics get worse based on our empirical re- 484

sults. In fact, the perplexity is already around 26 at 485

the very beginning of the training when finetuning 486

on the Reddit pretrained model. 487

As shown in Table 7, we successfully demon- 488

strate our model’s superiority on generating re- 489

sponses that are more diverse and relevant to the 490

images. With enhanced image features, we get the 491

best retrieval result in both image-to-text and text- 492

to-image retrieval and even outperform the human 493

references, showing that our generated responses 494

are more image-related. We also generate longer 495

sentences with more diverse vocabularies than the 496

MMB baseline. 497

We provide the dialogue outputs from MMB and 498

our MMB + image+ in the Appendix. 499

4 Related Work 500

To approach a more human-like chatbot which is 501

capable of communicating with human naturally 502

in open-domain topics, various research directions 503

have been explored. Dinan et al. (2019a); Zhang 504

et al. (2018) propose to assign chatbots with a con- 505

sistent personality; Empathetic Dialogues(Rashkin 506

et al., 2019) dataset was created to train chatbots to 507

consider the feeling of people and display empathy; 508

Dinan et al. (2019b) propose Wizard of Wikipedia, 509

which aims at grounding the conversation on knowl- 510

edge base. Roller et al. (2021) propose BlenderBot, 511

a chatbot trained on a composition of the three 512

aforementioned skills (personalization, empathy, 513

and knowledge). These open-domain dialogue sys- 514

tems are text-based. 515

Image-Grounded Conversations (Mostafazadeh 516

et al., 2017) and Visual Diagloue (Das et al., 2017) 517

are the early proposed visual dialogue datasets. 518

However, they and other image-grounded conver- 519

sational datasets proposed afterwards (Kottur et al., 520

2019; Zhao and Tresp, 2018) are more similar to 521

the multi-turn visual question answering task rather 522
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L Model Datasets PPL Rouge BLEU F1
Bert Score

P R F1

0 MMB R,I,C,B 12.64 18.00 0.418 13.14 - - -

1 MMB R,I,C,B 13.60 12.40 0.386 12.94 33.81 25.21 29.49
2 MMB R,I,C 15.00 11.35 0.278 11.81 31.73 23.52 27.61
3 MMB R,I 12.89 13.04 0.419 13.52 32.58 24.23 28.39
4 MMB + image+ R,I,C,B 12.63 13.36 0.447 13.75 34.76 26.36 30.54
5 MMB + image+ R,I 12.76 13.29 0.461 13.82 35.36 26.38 30.85

Table 6: We compare the model pretrained on Reddit (R) dataset and finetuned on ImageChat (I), Coco Captioning
(C), and BST+(B). image+ refers to the enhanced image features (image tags, caption, and region feature). L0 is
from the MMB paper (Shuster et al., 2020c), and L1 is the result of re-running evaluation script2 on the model
provided by MMB’s authors.

Model
Image-to-Text Text-to-Image

Length Vocabs Distinct-1
R@1 R@10 R@1 R@10

Gold 0.02 0.14 0.03 0.32 9.90 9,431 0.064

MMB. 0.04 0.16 0.03 0.29 7.87 3436 0.029
MMB + image+ 0.04 0.26 0.04 0.35 8.04 3865 0.032

Table 7: Result of image relevancy on validation set. Gold is the utterances by human.

than in the form of a natural conversation. Sev-523

eral video-grounded dialogue systems have been524

proposed (Alamri et al., 2019; Thomason et al.,525

2019; Le et al., 2021), but these works focus on526

task-oriented dialogue such as navigation, different527

from our goal of open-domain chitchat. ImageChat528

dataset (Shuster et al., 2020a) was released for re-529

search on conversation grounding on image and530

emotional style.531

Ju et al. (2019) propose to combine the state-of-532

the-art image models and dialogue agent using the533

combiner that consists of multiple Transformers,534

while Shuster et al. (2020a) with similar architec-535

ture shows that their sum combiner suming over536

representations works better than their attention537

alternative. Shuster et al. (2020b) trained a multi-538

tasking model which consists of 12 subtasks to539

allow the agent to be capable of asking/answering540

question, having its own persona, and ground-541

ing on images and external knowledge. Shuster542

et al. (2020c) proposes Multi-Modal BlenderBot543

(MMB), which can be seen as BlenderBot with544

additional image features. In MMB, they study545

different image and text feature fusion methods in-546

stead of directly conducting multi-modal training,547

and examine the effect of fine-tuning strategies and548

domain-adaptive pretraining on image captioning549

dataset.550

5 Conclusions 551

In this paper, we analyze the factors that influence 552

the quality of open-domain conversation on im- 553

ages from three aspects: image relevancy to the 554

conversation theme, image information in the con- 555

versation and style of utterance. We divide the 556

conversations into image-related and non-related 557

groups based on the conversational theme, and find 558

that the image objects as well as the non-object 559

related image information contribute to 56% and 560

29% of image-related dialogues; and the scenario 561

that includes the image object is vital to infer the 562

off-image topics for the non-image-related conver- 563

sations. Also, around 30% image objects are miss- 564

ing in the tags, thus expanding the vocabulary sizes 565

and improve the accuracy of the object detection 566

model would help the response generation of con- 567

versations on images. 568

We propose to incorporate more image infor- 569

mation, i.e., image tags and image captions, into 570

the baseline model based on our analysis on the 571

conversations on images. The result suggest that 572

our enhanced image features help to generate more 573

image-related and diverse conversation responses, 574

verifying the effectiveness of our findings. We 575

believe that our in-depth analysis and proposed 576

findings would benefit the future research on the 577

open-domain conversation on image. 578
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Figure 3: Examples of the generated results from MMB(Shuster et al., 2020c) (underlined) and with our enhanced
image features image+ (bold).
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